
NCBC BREAKOUT SESSIONS 

 
AO Human Resources Panel 
 
This interactive session will focus on a discussion of the Judiciary’s HR policies and procedures.  Among 
other issues, the panel will discuss leave, adverse actions, the Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 
social media and telework policies, and a variety of EDR issues.  Also discussed will be the next wave of 
work measurement formulas for all court units that may begin as early as FY2017 for Bankruptcy Courts.  
The panelists are interested in your concerns and issues in the HR world. Come with questions – this is a 
great opportunity to ask the experts. 

 
Facilitators:  Janice Chiverton, Chief, Court Human Resources Office 
Charlene Hardy, Assistant General Counsel, Office of the General Counsel 

 
 
AO Budget and Legislative Panel  
 
Curious about how much money the federal judiciary will have in FY2016?  And beyond?  How are cost 
containment efforts viewed by Congress and do they really help the bottom line in the end?  Two experts 
from the AO will share information about how the judiciary seeks funding from Congress and what 
happens once it is appropriated.  More specifically for Bankruptcy Courts, what happens in a world when 
filings are still falling but the work associated with pending cases, and fewer staff, seems to grow?   

 
Facilitators: James R. Baugher, Judiciary Budget Officer 

Budget, Accounting and Procurement Office 
 

Edward O. O’Kane, Chief, Financial Liaison and Analysis Staff 
      Budget, Accounting and Procurement Office 

 
AO Administrative Systems Update 
 
Have you noticed that there are more and more national administrative systems being offered by the AO? 
Which ones are the most used? Which ones may need to better address the needs of the courts on the 
local level? Can you keep all the acronyms straight? This session will be packed with information from the 
AO about the Judiciary Integrated Financial Management System (JIFMS), HRMIS Leave Tracking and 
Remote Data Entry (including obstacles impeding the adoption of HRMIS modules), and the Continuous 
Process Improvement Program - an introduction to ASO's continuous process improvement program and 
its potential for the courts. The AO wants to hear from you so don’t miss the opportunity to hear about the 
status of on-going projects.   
 

Facilitator:  Joseph W. Bossi, Chief, Administrative Systems Office 
 
Automated Docketing Interface (ADI)  
 
ADI is an automated CM/ECF docketing resource that is available to the Bankruptcy Courts.  In 
predictable situations, where an event is docketed when a set of pre-defined conditions occur, an 
automated script uses the ADI resource (within CM/ECF) to docket the event.  As part of the process, 
quality control routines validate the docketing and verify form generation.   Activity reports are emailed to 
designated recipients.   
 



When using ADI in a stable automated docketing script, docketing entries are 100 percent accurate.  No 
staffing resources are required to track the cases prior to the docketing, nor are staffing resources 
required to QC the docketed events. 

In many courts which have leveraged this technology, more than one-quarter of the docketing formerly 
performed by case administrators is now performed automatically. 

The facilitators will present an overview of the automated docketing process.  They will also demonstrate 
an "ADI Wizard" that was recently developed to generate automated docketing program code.   

Facilitators: Joe Markley (NC-M), Kathi Hindes, Colorado Bankruptcy Court and Karl E. Gerdes, 
Department of Program Services, Court Services Office 

Deal or No Deal: The Art and Science of Better Decision Making 
Recent advances in the fields of neuroscience and behavioral psychology have provided fresh views of 
how the brain works as it goes about its business of routine decision-making. In this course, we will 
engage in a variety of hands-on activities designed to illustrate how the findings of this new research can 
help us improve the quality of our decisions and better manage risk.      
 
  Facilitators: Gene Carraway, Training specialist, Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals 

Doing More with More  
This presentation addresses the budgetary concerns in the Judiciary on a very peripheral level.  The 
substance of the presentation is the use of innovation, teamwork, communication, trust and leadership to 
help ensure the continued success of the courts as they try and maintain the high level of customer 
service provided to the American taxpayer. 

Facilitators: Lou Gil, AO, Systems Deployment and Support Office 
 
Eat that Frog- 21 Great Ways to Stop Procrastinating and Get More Done in Less Time 
Based on the bestselling book by Brian Tracy. The name of the book (which is also one of the main 
concepts taught) is derived from a quote of Mark Twain, who famously said: "Eat a live frog the first thing 
in the morning and nothing worse will happen to you the rest of the day."  Make a decision to practice 
these principles every day until they become second nature to you.  With these habits of personal 
management as a permanent part of your personality, your future success will be unlimited. Just do it! Eat 
that frog!     

Facilitators: Fred Childers, Chief Deputy Clerk, Georgia Northern Bankruptcy  
 Jason LeFevers, Director of Human Resources, Georgia Northern Bankruptcy 
 
Effective Leadership 
During the workshop, participants learn how to identify key leadership characteristics and gain knowledge 
regarding leadership styles and tools. In the workshop the class discusses how to identify and avoid 
behaviors that undermine leadership. The differences between management and leadership are also 
explored.  

Facilitators: Stephanie Small, Training Specialist, New York Southern Bankruptcy  

Financial Management 
This seminar focuses on six areas of coverage, including cash management process, managing your 
taxes, saving for retirement, and leaving a legacy. It can help develop realistic financial goals and 
overcome common roadblocks to financial success. The seminar kicks off with the Money Habitudes card 



game intended to help participants evaluate how they view money, it then provides the education and 
motivation participants need to put their finances in order and start saving for the future.  
 

Facilitators: Jim De La Torre, fedAdvantage 

How to Get Noticed - The Inner Workings of the Bankruptcy Noticing Center 
Looking to get noticed? Perhaps. But, we certainly want to ensure that all creditors and parties in a case 
are noticed as well. Representatives from the Bankruptcy Noticing Center (BNC) will provide an overview 
of the noticing process, which includes recently added and planned capabilities, and provide a behind the 
scenes look at the printing plant. Join us for the real story of being noticed. 

Facilitators: Joseph Speetjens and Gigi Winters, Bankruptcy Noticing Center 

I'm Not PowerPoint 
In 1990, three [among other] significant things happened: Two Germany's became one, Kevin McCallister 
was left "Home Alone," and the business world was introduced to PowerPoint. Microsoft PowerPoint has 
historically been the runaway leader in the presentation software market - and indeed, it still is. Yet, while 
the business world has added 25 years and a new generation to the work force, many of our 
presentations look just as they did in 1990. This course takes a look at some of the most popular and well 
regarded alternatives to PowerPoint, providing an overview of each so as to expose you to what 
alternatives are out there, and to make it easy for you to decide which presentation software is best for 
your individual presentation style and needs. 
 

Facilitators: Jason LeFevers, Director of Human Resources, Georgia Northern Bankruptcy 

M.E.E.T on Common Ground  
MEET on Common Ground is a “ground zero” tactical approach that addresses diversity awareness, 
communication, mutual respect, personal responsibility, and conflict resolution. Six highly realistic 
vignettes reveal a practical four-step process for recognizing, and responding with respect to, 
inappropriate workplace behavior. We’ll learn about using the MEET model: Make time to discuss, 
Explore differences, Encourage respect, and Take responsibility; to promote mutual respect in the 
workplace.  

Facilitators: Eddy Emmons, Clerk of Court, California Northern Bankruptcy 

 
Microsoft Word 2010- Basics 
This seminar is geared towards those who are new to the program, and those in need of a refresher.  
This course will cover the layout of MS Word, tips and tools for editing and formatting, and will include 
other functions such as styles, tables, tabs and templates.  By the end of this course, you should be able 
to navigate through MS Word comfortably, using tool bars, menus and other basic features.    
 

Facilitators: Danielle Urban, Case Administration Specialist, Colorado Bankruptcy 

Mid-Career Financial Check-up 
This seminar focuses on FERS, Social Security, and TSP; the three pension plans that make up your 
retirement package. It provides a broad overview of how each pension works with ideas on how you can 
develop a realistic strategy to maximize your retirement income. This seminar is intended to motivate 
participants to take control of their retirement. 

Facilitators: Jim De La Torre, fedAdvantage 



Myths and Realities of Teamwork-Five Dysfunctions of a Team  
Based in part on the Patrick Lencioni book “The Five Dysfunctions of a Team,” this presentation deals 
with the challenges faced by court personnel in their endeavor to function as an efficient, productive team.  
Trust, attention to results, innovation, healthy conflict, commitment, communication, accountability and 
leadership are all given focus.  Interactive exercises, designed to bring sub-groups and the overall group 
more closely together are used.   

Facilitators: Lou Gil, AO, Systems Deployment and Support Office 

Negotiating and Mediating Disputes in the Judiciary  
Negotiation Skills provides court staff with the knowledge and skills to effectively resolve work-related 
conflict. This session seeks to accomplish the following objectives: 
 

• Provides participants with diagnostic tools to effectively analyze conflict situations. These tools 
include the ability to understand the dynamics of a conflict and to distinguish the “positions” of the 
parties in a conflict from their “interests.”  

• Provides participants with four models of negotiating, including hard positional bargaining, 
“chicken,” favors and ledgers, and principled negotiation.  

• Elaborates seven characteristics of principled negotiation, including: 
o focusing on the interests 
o protecting  the relationship 
o using good communications skills 
o relying  on “legitimacy” 
o considering a variety of options 
o considering  the best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA) 
o making wise commitments 

 
• Encourages participants to assess their own strengths and areas for improvement as negotiators. 
• Encourages participants to use a seven-step planning process to prepare for their next 

negotiation. 
 

Facilitators: Michael Siegel, FJC 

Next Gen MLO Court Experience– Operations 

You saw a preview at the AO's CM/ECF Forum, now hear from the MLO courts about their actual 
operational experience with NextGen CM/ECF. Lessons learned, challenges faced and any unresolved 
issues will be shared to support the Bankruptcy Court's transition to NextGen. 

Facilitators: Panelist - Mellissa Hughes, New Jersey Bankruptcy, Janet Stafford, Alaska 
Bankruptcy , Leslie Hardiman, Oregon Bankruptcy, Jorgette Chaco, California Southern 
Bankruptcy, Robby Robinson, AO Court Services Office, Margaret McCaleb, AO Case 
Management Systems Office 

Next Gen MLO Court Experience– Technical 

The transition to NextGen is less about new functionality as it is an entire change to the CM/ECF 
infrastructure and software development tools. IT staff from the MLO courts will share lessons learned to 
support the Bankruptcy Court's transition to NextGen. 

Facilitators: Panelist - Mohung Wong, New Jersey Bankruptcy, Yim Ng, New Jersey Bankruptcy, 
Andrew Dickson,  New Jersey Bankruptcy,  Randy Sugiyama, Hawaii and Alaska Bankruptcy, 
Robby Robinson, AO Court Services Office, Margaret McCaleb, AO Case Management Systems 
Office 



Personality and Temperament: What's Yours? 
This workshop for all court staff explores personality types. After individually completing and scoring a 
short personality and temperament instrument (PTI), participants engage in several exercises to learn 
how four common personality types are alike and different as well as how traits associated with each 
personality type can influence workplace interactions and communication. By learning about personality 
types and associated traits, participants develop a deeper understanding of and appreciation for the 
diverse perspectives, talents, and strengths their colleagues bring to the workplace. 

 
Facilitators: Phyllis Drum and Angela Long, FJC 

Planning Your Judiciary Career  
Are you ready to plan your career with the Judiciary? Learn about jobs throughout the Judiciary and the 
required qualifications. We'll build your career plan and identify the steps for you to take to be qualified 
before the job is posted. Bring your laptop or mobile device - connection to the JNet will really help! 
 
 Facilitators: Sandy Smith, Chief Deputy, California Eastern Bankruptcy 
 
Records Retention 
How can we learn from the mistakes of others; IRS missing emails, EPAs multiple emails accounts, 
Department of the Army missing War Reports documenting battlefield action and other operations in Iraq 
and Afghanistan.  Every day you go to work, you create or receive documentations.  What are you doing 
with the documentations?  Are you maintaining them correctly? Where are you filing them?  Did you 
delete or destroy them?  Did you follow the Bankruptcy Court Records Control Schedule?  This course 
will seek to provide you with the knowledge to make the right decisions to the above questions and to 
prevent the mistakes of others.  With that knowledge when asked: What do you do – You don’t just work 
for the Bankruptcy Court but your response could be “I am on the front line helping my agency preserve 
the records needed to help the public, support the business needs of my agency and preserving the 
historical legacy of the Bankruptcy Court.” 

Facilitators: Debi Wayne, NARA 

Retirement Investment Strategies 
This seminar focuses on taxes, portfolio management, outliving retirement, and strategies and investment 
objectives. It gives you a means with which to address the important investment concerns shared by 
today's retirees. This seminar helps participants identify their needs and evaluate solutions that you can 
help them implement. They'll learn how to determine their risk tolerance, benefit from the tax rules specific 
to their age group, and much more. 

Facilitators: Jim De La Torre, fedAdvantage 

Stress Management 
The Stress Management workshops identifies the common causes of workplace stress, helps participants 
recognize the symptoms, provides tools for handling and conquering stress and provides ways to avoid 
stress triggers that happen in the workplace.  

Facilitators: Stephanie Small, Training Specialist, New York Southern Bankruptcy 

Successful Living Basic Training 
Have you ever wondered why it seems so difficult to be happy, to get ahead, or to feel satisfied?  Or why 
changes you started to make never quite happen?  Or don't last for very long?  Do you know that human 
hard-wiring is designed to stay focused on the negative in order to keep us safe and away from danger?  
As a result, many individuals have a tendency to remain in the negative rather than risk making a change 
to something unknown.  Let's examine some of those life challenges or barriers and create a feasible plan 
for successful change by getting back to the basics. 

Facilitators: Michelle R. Hawley, Trainer, Wisconsin Eastern Bankruptcy 



Talents2Strengths: From StrengthFinder to Strengths- Transforming Your Top 5 Talents into 
Strengths  
You have taken the Clifton StrengthsFinder assessment and now you are wondering what does it all 
mean? Bring your StrengthsFinder results to this class as the Strengths Coach, explains what the results 
mean to you and provide practical steps of how you can start your own journey from Talents2Strengths.  
Whether you are in the beginning or middle of your career or you are planning for what you will do in 
retirement, StrengthsFinder and this class can help start your journey to accomplishing those goals.  If 
you would like take the StrengthsFinder to attend this class, logon to 
www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/Purchase. 

Facilitators: Beverly Griffeth-Bryant, Training Specialist, Gallup Certified Strengths Coach, 
Training Team, Illinois Northern Bankruptcy  

Transition in the Workplace 
This seminar focuses on change in the workplace and how it can cause disruption due to the different 
ways in which individuals react to change, and how an understanding of the transition process may 
reduce the stress that change can bring. 

 Facilitators: Cherrell Thomas, Field Consultant, Employee Assistance Program    

Using Stories to Influence Others  
Memorable stories are a powerful tool that can influence others’ behavior and actions. During this session 
you will learn why stories are so powerful and how to use stories to influence others--at work or at home. 
You will have an opportunity to see and hear some excellent stories and storytellers; to draft your own 
story; and to practice some storytelling techniques.    

To harness the power of storytelling, you don’t have to be an actor or professional comedian.  You do 
have to be passionate and be open to new ideas to add to your influence toolbox.  

Objectives: 

By the end of this workshop you will: 

• Explain how telling stories can influence others 

• Draft a story to influence others in the workplace;  

• Apply story telling techniques. 

Facilitators: Jane Nelson, FJC 

 

What We Can Learn About Leadership From Recent American Presidents 
This session will consider four aspects of effective presidential leadership; vision, execution, management 
and decision-making, as reflected in the performance of recent US presidents. The instructor will help 
participants apply the insights on leadership to leadership challenges in the judiciary.  

 
Facilitators: Michael Siegel, FJC 

 

 



You Don't Know, What you Don't Know 
This interactive course will reveal how and why we make decisions based on our past experiences and 
knowledge, with a distinct edge on what other information we may want to gather to make even better 
decisions. The course will examine how our past experiences normally develop biases that lead us to 
answers which become engrained in our way of thinking, only to potentially limit creativity and 
independent thought. This fast-paced and interactive class will utilize brain games and other tools which 
will be used with participants to demonstrate how they can sharpen their decision making skills in their 
professional career and their personal life. 

Facilitators: Ken Gardner, Clerk, Colorado Bankruptcy Court 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERISTY (MSU) 

Caseflow Management  
This eight-hour course will introduce the basic principles of caseflow management as they apply in a 
federal District and Bankruptcy Court environment. Students will be challenged to consider how caseflow 
management makes justice possible by assuring litigants their rights to due process and equal protection 
of the law. The course is also intended to demonstrate why caseflow management is regarded as "the 
heart of court management." While illustrating the concepts and techniques associated with good 
caseflow management systems, the course will also relate these topics to the Trial Court Performance 
Standards, the ABA Standards Relating to Trial Courts and the NACM Core Competencies. The 
management foundation and leadership skills necessary to implement and sustain effective caseflow 
techniques will also be illustrated and discussed, so that students develop a capacity to lead change in 
their home courts.   

By the end of this session, participants will be able to identify the fundamental purposes of courts and 
relate those purposes to the obligation of courts to manage the progress of civil, criminal and bankruptcy 
cases, recognize the fundamental principles of caseflow management, and grasp the recommended 
strategies and tools for achieving tangible results in the student’s home court. 

Faculty:  Barry Lander, Clerk, California Southern Bankruptcy, Brian Karth, Clerk, Arizona District 
Court 

 
Public Information, Media Relations and Management of Court Community Communication 
Effective courts develop and improve communication channels between the courts and the public. Court 
leaders must understand the news media and have productive relationships with reporters, editors, and 
news officials. They must respond appropriately to news inquiries, generate constructive news coverage, 
use the media as an educational tool, and communicate with and without reporters through the print and 
broadcast media. This program will offer students a chance to explore different approaches to improving 
court community communication. 
 
By the end of this session, participants will be able to describe the benefits and pitfalls of various 
communication strategies (i.e., web sites, newsletters): better understand media practices: assess needs, 
news cycles and other aspects of news gathering; and consider opportunities for interaction between 
bench and media outside the normal course of business. 
 
This session is required for all MSU participants (must attend all three Court and Community 
Communication classes for credit) but all other Conference attendees are welcome to attend any and all 
of these sessions.  
 

Faculty:  David Madden, Assistant Circuit Executive for Public Information, Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals, Una O’Boyle, Chief Deputy, New York Southern Bankruptcy Court  

 
Presenting like a Pro - How to Turn Presentations into Something Incredible and Get Your 
Message Heard! 
TED Talks and 1 Billion People listen. Steve Jobs spoke and 700 million iPhones have now been sold. 
Presentations are a powerful communication tool. So often, however, they fail in delivering the intended 
message and put audiences to sleep. Using real-life examples from some of the world's greatest 
presenters, participants will learn some of the science and art that goes into creating brilliant 
presentations that clearly deliver the message or information you are trying to share. 

By the end of this session, participants will be able to think differently about presentations and learn to 
communicate with audiences with substance and style. 

This session is required for all MSU participants (must attend all three Court and Community 
Communication classes for credit) but all other Conference attendees are welcome to attend any and all 
of these sessions. 

Faculty:  Barry Lander, Clerk, California Southern Bankruptcy 



The CARE Program:  an example of Bankruptcy Court Outreach 
There has been a 96% increase in bankruptcy filings by individual debtors younger than 25 years of age. 
This fact alone demonstrates that there is a tremendous and immediate need to improve the financial 
literacy of the nation’s high school and college students. This session will highlight initiatives and 
programs, launched in local communities that have not only heightened the public’s awareness and 
understanding of the federal courts, but have helped to increase financial literacy within local districts.  
 
This session is required for all MSU participants (must attend all three Court and Community 
Communication classes for credit) but all other Conference attendees are welcome to attend any and all 
of these sessions. 
 

Faculty: Alec Leddy, Clerk, Maine Bankruptcy Court 
 

Orientation for new and continuing MSU Students 
 

Faculty:  Dr. Maureen Conner, Michigan State University Judicial Administration Program 


